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his upcoming start. C1
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SMART offers free rides at start
FARES » Directors OK
no charge till July 4, half
cost through Labor Day
By DEREK MOORE
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

Directors of the North Bay’s
commuter rail line supported plans this week aimed at
spurring public interest in the
service, including offering reduced-cost monthly passes and
free rides for a time once trains

start running.
The period of free rides
aboard trains operated by the
Sonoma Marin Area Rail Transit authority will run through
July 4 under the policy adopted Wednesday by the agency’s
board of directors. After that,
passengers will pay half the
normal fare rate through Labor
Day.
“We’re really excited to make
the start-up as smooth as possible for as many people as possible,” said Deb Fudge, who was

voted in Wednesday as chairwoman of SMART’s board of
directors and who also serves as
Windsor’s mayor.
Fudge said SMART is on track
to start passenger service in late
spring.
The rail agency had been hoping to launch by the end of 2016
but in October announced a delay tied in part to engine problems on the trains.
Four train engines out of a
total of 14 have been replaced,
with the work scheduled to

wrap up in March. The replacements are the result of a design
flaw with crankshafts built by
Cummins, Inc. that potentially
could cause the trains to lose
power.
The green-and-gray trains
are being tested along the initial 43-mile rail line from north
of Santa Rosa to downtown San
Rafael.
With testing now underway
at higher speeds and with more

FARES AND DATES
■ Monthly passes to cost $200;
$100 for youth, seniors and disabled riders
■ One-way trip from Santa Rosa
to San Rafael to cost $9.50, or $19
round-trip without discounts
■ Free rides for passengers to start
at launch of service in late spring
through July 4. After that, passengers will pay half the normal fare
rate through Labor Day.
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In challenging world of paid rides, fewer Sonoma County cab
firms means more independent drivers, niche pickup services

Taxi company exits

Report:
Russians
cheered
Trump
HACKING » Intercepted
communications show
senior leaders jubilant
By ADAM ENTOUS
AND GREG MILLER
WASHINGTON POST

Senior officials in the Russian
government celebrated Donald
Trump’s victory over Hillary
Clinton as a
g e o p o l i t i c a l CLAPPER
win for Mos- TESTIFIES
cow, according Intelligence
to U.S. officials director says
who said that Russian
A m e r i c a n meddling
i n t e l l i g e n c e extended beyond
agencies inter- hacking,
cepted
com- included ‘fake
munications in news’ / B1
the aftermath
of the election in which Russian
officials congratulated themselves on the outcome.
The ebullient reaction among
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Yellow Cab driver Cody Born has been with the longtime Santa Rosa taxi service for nearly four years.
By BILL SWINDELL
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

H

aving battled for more than two
years with upstart ride-hailing
newcomers Uber and Lyft, the
local taxi industry is weathering another
significant change with the year-end closing of A-C Taxi, one of the region’s largest
operators.
A-C Transportation Services Inc.,
which was based in Santa Rosa and also
operated Healdsburg Taxi, agreed to
cease operations and pay a $200,000 fine
as part of a settlement with the California Department of Industrial Relations,
which cited it for refusing to provide
its drivers with workers’ compensation
insurance. The company had argued the
drivers were independent contractors
rather than employees, and as such
weren’t entitled to such benefits.
The closing affected about 20 drivTURN TO TAXI » PAGE A2
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Hate crime
charges filed
in Chicago
beating
By MITCH SMITH
NEW YORK TIMES

CHICAGO — A white teenager cowers in a corner, his hands
bound with orange cords and his
mouth covered with tape. Four
African-Americans kick and hit
him, and slash at his scalp. As a
cellphone camera captures their
blurry images and broadcasts
the ordeal on Facebook, the attackers hurl racial insults and
denounce President-elect Donald Trump.
On Thursday, as a groundswell of online outrage over the

An original Yellow Cab hat belonging to Mark Neesen, owner of Yellow Cab in Santa Rosa.
Fewer taxi companies are serving Sonoma County now than just a few years ago.
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SUSPECT ARRAIGNED: Judge orders mental
competency evaluation for driver charged in
crash that killed friend / A3
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The Best Wall-toWall Carpet Cleaning Services
Specializing in:
Fine Rug Repair & Cleaning
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Sonoma | 707-542-3611
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